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experiment 

class D RMT

cf. A.A. & Bagrets, 12; Beenakker, 12; Lee & Parker, 12



directions of the field

 explore Majorana based quantum information 

 explore quantum transport properties of Majorana devices 
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system



The system

 finite superconductor with charging 
energy

 N wires with 2N Majorana end 
states. (No direct inter-Majorana 
coupling.)

 tunnel coupled to M single channel quantum wires modeled as 
(interacting) Luttinger liquids. 

 goal: understand conductance tensor, noise characteristics at 
low excitation energies. 



degrees of freedom

 2N Majorana operators:

 superconductor: 

 M attached Luttinger liquids: 



Hamiltonian

 charging



Hamiltonian

 charging

 lead/dot tunneling



Hamiltonian

 charging

 lead/dot tunneling

 lead Hamiltonian (bosonized)



previous work

 Fu, 09: “quantum teleportation”

 Fidkovski et al., 12: “resonant Andreev 
reflection”

 Beri & Cooper, 12: topological Kondo 
effect



reduction of variables

 Majorana fusion in the tunneling operator



effective action

R. Egger, A.A, PRL 13



effective action

R. Egger, A.A, PRL 13



scaling I: resonant Andreev 



effective action
 action at high frequencies



effective action
 action at high frequencies

 scaling                      (resonant Andreev reflection) 

 stops at  



scaling II: dipole gas



effective action



effective action

 at frequencies             : linear confinement between tunneling events 



dipole gas



dipole gas
tim

e



dipole gas renormalization

 RG equations 

ZBA dipole merging 

nonuniversal O(1)



Kondo symmetry made manifest

 consider g=1. Represent leads in terms of chiral fermions

 refermionize tunnel boson operators

 isotropic limit 

                    generates so(M). Canonical transformation to real fermions 



dipole gas renormalization

 RG equations 

 fixed point at 

 isotropic deviations                       unstable, anisotropic deviations stable  



schematic phase diagram



scaling III: strong coupling



strong coupling

 coupling constants diverge at Kondo temperature

 at lower energies ...



strong coupling

 coupling constants diverge at Kondo temperature

 at lower energies tunneling between minima of hypertriangular lattice 
structure (cf. Affleck et al, 05)

 dual action



RG at strong coupling

 perturbative RG around strong coupling fixed point

 system flows towards infinite coupling. Residual dynamics generated by 
(symmetry protected) mode 

of original theory.



scaling summary
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transport



Keldysh/counting fields
 goal: compute average conductance and noise tensor

 counting fields



results

 weak coupling                         (ZBA suppression of tunneling)

 strong coupling

flow towards isotropic conductance tensor — a perfect ‘beam splitter’

 noise

 no ‘genuine shot’ (~V) noise at strong coupling.



perspectives



perspectives

 manipulating the ‘Majorana-Kondo-impurity’ (B. Beri, R. 
Egger, A. Tsvelik, A.A., PRL 14, J.Phys.A 14): Majorana 
hybridization -> ‘magnetic field’

 Majorana-Cooper-box networks -> Kitaev toric code 



summary
 Coulomb-Majorana junction generates universal transport fixed points. 

 native Majoranas + ‘auxiliary’ Majoranas -> simple.

 low temperature regimes define unique signatures of Majoranas. 


